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fso 1  'Id the 1/6/69 memo. It notes files (77-44206)r or Sena t; .'on 's resignation and on ' 

X %piing, 100-179915-23, oneOf their internal Security files.Simague 62-109060-6520. i 

Ali nt rptnnrrismi 
,;- 7 ENVOPTC1/4/69 to CIA is CSCI-316/00108-69, with a Garrison title. Bud file is 77- 

44206-34. . 	.  
.iaot:recordsd 1/4/69 letter from CIA referred to it. 

F. 1/14/69ren4DeLoach. pi/des, name underlined, note 

I 

1( , flotrecordeds of16/9,6/15 and 6/3Q/72 referred to CIL. Also 7/16/72. er 

13.. to this date, 7/24/72 all FOIL requests handled by Crime Records 1Jivi ion. T 

I4 
leave no doubt about the Crimea ;cord function These [FOIL] matters questions'a 

v 1  ratters of law, not publicity." So they suggest transifer to Office Legal Counsel. 
1 

x , 13,14,14X can be; helpful in CA75-226. They report what Gallageher hih'd that I do not 

believe I received, 	policy 	and L'apartment policy to deliver and 

avoid litigation that can establish an unwanted precedent. Separate copies to JL 	for 

!re for possible supplemental affidavit in 226. 

, 
 )(

, 15. May supply the answer on how the Dallas FBI had the pictures from Aexico City 1/23/63- 

"flown to Dallas by Si Rudd" this daysjecember 23. Accident? Deliberate? Coincidence?  

16 Withheld without explanation 

17 Is memo with incomplete Guiterres Valencia report CD 566 attached. -W/ 

18,18 referred,to CIA. 2pp and 3pp.  

20 I Bob Smith's pro se suit on his three quests. There arelaree records all with this 

same serial, 203  The second has a false, misrepresentative and misleading affidaviit by 

I: 

 then Inspector ohn A. Hintz, as of this moment being considered to be Director. .-el does 

f state a policy directly opposite freedom of information. 	
,,,   

24 Referred to CIA. 

, ! Not recorded 11/13/72 withheld under b1. 

?,( i 31 ref to CIA 

..' 7 addefqages, separate worksheet 

91-345521100-454525A 100-4671/hi 170-59051
962-10960, 6053,6054. 100-454525 has masked:source 47 

1 ' an Bud and ref to a Detroit inquiry apparently by him, from a source there, I suppose. Det. 

may be second record above. Third had confidential source with WFO request, do they want 

coverage by source. 6210960 on Giesebrecht, 6064 Hoover's note asking for memo on it. But 

)( , no ref. to CTIA. 

RBI-CTIA #62-112697 177 pp. 33 serials. 

V 1. Hoover's note on wire copy on formation of CTIA asks for memos on Fensterwald, Sprague, 

Tupline Flammohde. He does not ask for one on Bull Turner, Fred Cook, so he apparently 

remembered the ()listing records on thew-or had them in his office. Date 1/3/69? Garrison, too. 

pn WAVA. 	14,14.4w 

H oover's noteloo 3/18 we copy calls "'ud "a fraud." 

says they have tape ofks:shoe 

5. Alexandria report, indicates inside source. 


